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We introduce a general procedure for obtaining a low-dimensional linear time-periodic
model from a very high-dimensional nonlinear system that has an asymptotically stable
periodic orbit. Our goal is to develop models that are suitable for designing feedback con-
trollers for fluids systems with periodic orbits, such as periodically shedding wakes, or flow
control problems where periodic actuation is introduced. In our method, we first linearize
the nonlinear system about its asymptotically stable periodic orbit. We then compute a
projection to project out the one-dimensional neutrally stable eigenspace appearing in the
linear model corresponding to perturbations along the direction of the periodic orbit. Fi-
nally, we apply the method of snapshot-based balanced truncation for the high-dimensional
linear periodic system to obtain a reduced-order model. We illustrate the method by de-
veloping reduced-order models for the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation.

I. Introduction

In engineering applications, feedback control of systems governed by partial differential equations is of
increasing interest in the last decade. The main challenge is that these systems are infinite-dimensional and,
in the case of fluids systems, nonlinear. Therefore, in practical computations, the first step is often to spa-
tially discretize the partial differential equations such that a system of finite-dimensional ordinary differential
equations is obtained (though the dimension of its state space is very large), and then the high-dimensional
nonlinear system is linearized in the neighborhood of an equilibrium or periodic orbit that we are interested
in for control purposes. Because the state space is so large, however, it is not computationally tractable
to apply model-based control design techniques directly to these linearized systems. Model reduction be-
comes necessary, and the method of balanced proper orthogonal decomposition1 (balanced POD or BPOD)
developed recently for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems is promising2–4 in the sense that it can generate
low-dimensional models that capture the input-output behavior of the full-dimensional system much better
even with fewer modes than that generated by standard Galerkin/POD approaches. The method explicitly
incorporates the effect of actuators used for feedback control design. Exact balanced truncation was first
introduced by Moore.5 In contrast, the main features of BPOD, a method of approximate balanced trun-
cation, are that the balancing transformation is computed directly from snapshots by running simulations,
without directly computing the controllability and observability Gramians, which can be computationally
intractable for high-dimensioinal systems. The procedure also includes a method of output projection such
that the computation is tractable even for systems with very high-dimensional outputs.

In this work, we are interested in extending the BPOD method such that it can be used to compute
low dimensional models for time-periodic systems. Linear periodic systems arise in several settings in fluid
mechanics: for instance, linearization about a limit cycle describing periodic vortex shedding,6 or linearization
of a flow control system with periodic open-loop forcing (e.g. periodic pulsed blowing/suction of air flow at a
boundary). In particular, in a recent numerical study by Joe et al.7 on the flow past a flat plate pitched at an
angle of attack at which periodic vortex shedding occurs, it is shown that a periodic upstream blowing added
∗Student member, AIAA
†Senior member, AIAA
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at the trailing edge of the plate, can increase the lift. Furthermore, for a fixed angle of attack, there appear
to exist periodic orbits (vortex shedding cycles), associated with a particular phase shift between the forcing
input and the lift, that increase the average lift over the cycle. However, numerical results suggest that these
high-lift phase-locked limit cycles are not stable, in the sense that without an additional feedback control
input, these high-lift shedding cycles can not be sustained over time. An interesting area of future work is
to apply the techniques developed in this paper to more complex problems such as this, and subsequently
design model-based feedback controllers to stabilize these high-lift periodic orbits

In this paper, we will present the overall method, and an application to a simpler model problem. We
consider a high-dimensional nonlinear system with an asymptotically stable periodic orbit. To obtain a
corresponding low-dimensional linear time-periodic model, we need to go through the following two stages:

• Stage 1 (Linearization): For the high-dimensional nonlinear system, find its asymptotically stable
periodic orbit one is interested in. Then linearize the system about the periodic orbit to obtain a linear
high-dimensional time-periodic system. Note that the linear model will not be asymptotically stable
in the sense that any initial perturbation in the direction of the corresponding vector field along the
periodic orbit will not decay asymptotically but oscillate steadily. This issue will be discussed in detail
in Section II.A.

• Stage 2 (Model reduction): Apply the method of snapshot-based balanced truncation8 to the high-
dimensional linearized time-periodic system. This BPOD method will be summarized in Section II.B.

In Section III, as a numerical example, we will apply the model reduction procedure to the Ginzburg-
Landau equation. Note that many details of the theoretical formulation can be found in Ma et al.8

II. Model linearization and reduction for a nonlinear system with a stable
periodic orbit

A. Linearization of a nonlinear system around its periodic orbit

Consider a nonlinear system
η̇ = f(η) (1)

with η ∈ Cn, f : Cn → Cn ∈ C1. Let Ω(t, η0) be its solution, where t is time and η0 = η(t0) is the initial
condition. Suppose there is a periodic solution of the system with period T > 0, i.e. Ω(t+ T, η̄0) = Ω(t, η̄0),
where the initial condition η̄0 is a point on the periodic orbit.

Around this periodic orbit, linearization gives a time T -periodic linear system

ẋ = A(t)x (2)

where x ∈ Cn, the T -periodic A(t) = Dηf(η)
∣∣∣
η=Ω(t,η̄0)

. Floquet theory9 shows that the solution of (2)

is x(t) = Γ(t)x(t0), where x(t0) is the initial condition, i.e. initial perturbation from η̄0 in the nonlinear
system (1), and the fundamental matrix Γ = Dη0Ω(t, η0)

∣∣∣
η0=η̄0

can be written as Γ = Z(t)eRt where Z(t) is

a T -periodic matrix and R is a constant matrix. It follows immediately that along the solution flow x(t), we
have

x (t0 + (i+ 1)T ) = eRTx(t0 + iT ), i = 0, 1, · · · . (3)

It is well known that one of the eigenvalues of the matrix eRT , the characteristic roots of the periodic
solution Ω(t, η̄0) , is equal to 1, and the rest n − 1 characteristic roots are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix of a Poincaré map P defined at η0 = η̄0. Thus, even if the periodic orbit of the nonlinear system (1)
is asymptotically stable, the corresponding linearized system (2) will be only neutrally stable. Its solution
will not decay to zero but asymptotically oscillate at a certain amplitude, unless the initial perturbation is
in the asymptotically stable eigenspace Es(eRT ) = Span{n− 1 asymptotically stable eigenvectors of eRT }.

Suppose the dimension n is very large and the nonlinear periodic orbit we consider is asymptotically
stable. In later discussions on model reduction of the corresponding linearized system, we would like to keep
the one-dimensional neutrally stable dynamics and reduce the (n − 1)-dimensional asymptotically stable
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dynamics. For this purpose, we now introduce a computational way to project the solution of system (2)
onto the asymptotically stable subspace Es(eRT ). Define a projection P : Cn → Cn by

Pα = α− 〈w,α〉〈w, v〉 v, (4)

where α, v, w ∈ Cn, v and w are respectively the right and left eigenvectors of eRT corresponding to the
unity eigenvalue: eRT v = v,

(
eRT

)∗
w = w. Note that v is in the direction of f(η̄0). It is easy to show that

Pα ∈ Es(eRT ) for any α. By applying this projection to an arbitrary initial condition x(t0), the solution flow
of (2) will then, as required, stay in the asymptotically stable subspace and decay to zero. To numerically find
v, one just needs to run the linear system (2) once for enough many periods with an arbitrary initial condition
x(t0) /∈ Es(eRT ), since the asymptotic ‘residue’ of the solution satisfies limk→∞ x(t0 + kT ) ∈ Span{v}. To
find the left eigenvector w, consider the adjoint system9 of the linear system (2), defined by

ż = A∗(−t)z. (5)

The fundamental matrix of (5) is Ξ = Γ∗, and hence, z (t0 + (i+ 1)T ) =
(
eRT

)∗
z (t0 + iT ). It follows that

w can be numerically obtained by running the adjoint system for many periods with an arbitrary initial
condition z(t0) /∈ Es((eRT )∗), as limk→∞ z(t0 + kT ) ∈ Span{w}. Note that v and w change for different t0.
For a given t0, to approximate its corresponding v, w and P, all one needs to do is to run the linear and
adjoint systems for a single (arbitrary) perturbation, until the transients have decayed. This approach is
thus computationally feasible even for high-dimensional systems.

Example Consider a two-dimensional system (that arises as the normal form of a Hopf bifurcation10)

ṗ = µp− q − p(p2 + q2);

q̇ = p+ µq − q(p2 + q2),

where the paramter µ > 0. It has an asymptotically stable, time periodic orbit p̄(t) = p̄(0) cos t− q̄(0) sin t;
q̄(t) = q̄(0) cos t+ p̄(0) sin t satisfying p̄(t)2 + q̄(t)2 = µ. The period is T = 2π. Its time 2π-periodic linearized
system around this periodic orbit is(

ẋ1

ẋ2

)
=

[
µ− 3p̄2 − q̄2 −1− 2p̄q̄

1− 2p̄q̄ µ− p̄2 − 3q̄2

](
x1

x2

)
.

Here we choose t0 = 0. One can analytically solve this linear system and ensure that in general the solution
will asymptotically oscillate at a constant amplitude if we do not choose the initial condition carefully. The
black dashed line in Figure 1 is the simulation result. Although for this two-dimensional example it is easy to
compute the eigenvectors v and w exactly, we apply the numerical method given above. Then, by projecting
the initial condition onto Es(eRT ) by (4) and running the simulation, we see in Figure 1 that the solution
oscillates only at the level of machine precision.

Note that in Figure 1 the red dashed line shows simulation results starting from a projected initial
condition x(0)− 〈v, x(0)〉/〈v, v〉v, where only the right eigenvector v is used in the projection. Even though
in this example the 1-dimensional asymptotically stable eigenspace Es(eRT ) is theoretically orthogonal to the
1-dimensional neutrally stable eigenspace spanned by v (corresponding to the unity eigenvalue of eRT ), this
projection still does not eliminate the asymptotic oscillation completely. This somewhat surprising result is
because once the systems are discretized in time, Es(eRT ) and Span{v} are not strictly orthogonal to each
other, and the numerical error, though very small, causes the oscillation. This example illustrates why it is
important instead to apply the projection defined in (4).

B. Snapshot-based balanced truncation for linear periodic systems

In this section, we assume that our physical system has an input u (for instance, a flow control actuator, or
a disturbance whose effect we wish to model), and an output y, which represents what we are interested in
modeling. Once we linearize about the periodic orbit, and discretize in space and time, we obtain a discrete,
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Figure 1. Asymptotic behavior of |x1(t)|: Simulation results starting with an unprojected initial condition
(black dashdot line), with a projected initial condition (blue solid line) in which the projection is given by
(4), and with a projected initial condition (red dashed line) where only right eigenvector is used in the
projection. Absolute values are taken to plot the graph in a logarithmic scale. The unprojected initial
condition is x(0) = (x1(0), x2(0)) = (1.328× 10−2, 1.529× 10−5). µ = 0.1. Runge-Kutta fourth-order method is used
for simulation, with time step ∆t = 2π/100. The behavior of x2(t) is similar.

linear, time-periodic, neutrally-stable system

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) +B(k)u(k) (6)
y(k) = C(k)x(k), (7)

whose state variable x(k) ∈ Cn, input u(k) ∈ Cp and output y(k) ∈ Cq. Here k ∈ Z represents time
step, and the matrices A(k), B(k) and C(k) are T -periodic (e.g., A(k + T ) = A(k) for all k). Define
F (j, i) = Aj−1Aj−2 · · ·Ai for j > i, with F (i, i) = In×n, the n×n identity matrix. The non-zero eigenvalues
of F (j + T, j) are independent of j. The linear periodic system is neutrally stable, in the sense that the
matrix F (j+T, j) has one unity eigenvalue, and the rest n−1 eigenvalues are inside of the unit circle. (Note
that F (j + T, j) is analogous to eRT in the continuous-time setting.)

Ma et al.8 introduced a BPOD method for model reduction of high-dimensional linear time-periodic
systems, that may have high-dimensional outputs and be neutrally stable (assuming that the number of the
neutrally stable dimension is small). This method employs the fact that the time-periodic system is input-
output equivalent to a ‘lifted’ time-invariant system, to which the BPOD method for LTI is applicable. Note
that since the lifted LTI setting has even higher dimension of input and output, in the algorithm the lifted
LTI is never explicitly constructed, and all computations are done in the periodic setting. Also, note that,
while the lifted LTI representation keeps all input and output information, it is indeed a time T map of
the states, as that introduced in (3) for the continuous case, and thus the states are updated only once per
period.

In the lifting BPOD method, the one-dimensional neutrally stable dynamics are kept exactly, while the
(n− 1)-dimensional asymptotically stable dynamics are reduced by balanced truncation. One feature of this
algorithm is that the explicit form of the (n− 1)-dimensional sub-system is never needed, and its balancing
transformation is expressed in the original coordinates, which saves computational cost. The main procedure
of this method, with application to our case where the dimension of neutral stability is one, is summarized
as follows.

• Step 0: Pick a time j, 1 6 j 6 T , as the “reference point” for lifting.

• Step 1(find the projection Pj): Run a control free simulation of (6) with an arbitrary initial condition
x(j) /∈ Es(F (j+T, j)). The simulation result x(j+ lT ), with a large l, is an approximation of the right
eigenvector vj of F (j+T, j), corresponding to eigenvalue 1 . Then, run a control free simulation of the
adjoint system of (6) (the discrete version of (5)), with an initial condition z(j) /∈ Es(F (j + T, j)∗).
The left neutrally-stable eigenvector wj of Es(F (j + T, j)) is approximated by z(j + lT ), where l is

large. Then Pj = In×n − vjw
∗
j

〈wj ,vj〉 is a projection onto Es(F (j + T, j)).

• Step 2 (impulse-response simulations): As shown in Figure 2 (a), run Tp state-response simulations for
(6) with impulsive inputs. For convenience, choose mc satisfying mc mod T = 0. The states shall be
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left-multiplied by Pj at time j−mc+T . The simulations then resume from that time with these states
as new initial conditions, such that only the asymptotically stable dynamics is considered. Collect all
mcp snapshots at time j, j−T, · · · , j−m+T , and use them as columns to form an n×mcp dimensional
X(j;mc).

• Step 3 (output projection by POD): Left-multiply the state responses stored during computingX(j;mc)
by corresponding C matrices to obtain output responses. Then, for each i = 0, · · · , T − 1, collect
corresponding output-response data at time j − i, j − i − T, · · · , and use the method of snapshots
to solve for leading order of rop (rop � q ) POD modes. Stack these modes as columns of matrix
Θ(j + i) ∈ Cq×rop . With these Θ(j), · · · ,Θ(j + T − 1), one then define time T -periodic Θ(k), k ∈ Z.

• Step 4 (impulse-response simulations for the adjoint system): Construct the “projected adjoint system”

z(k + 1) = Â(k)z(k) + ĈP (k)vrop
(k) (8)

where k = j, · · · , j + mo − 1, the adjoint state z(k) ∈ Cn, the adjoint control input vrop(k) ∈ Crop is
now low-dimensional, and Â(k) = A(2j+mo−k−1)∗, ĈP (k) = C(2j+mo−k−1)∗Θ(2j+mo−k−1).
For convenience, let the number of snapshots mo mod T ≡ 0. As shown in Figure 2 (b), run Trop
impulse-response simulations for the adjoint system. Again, the adjoint states shall be left-multiplied
by P∗j at time j+T before the simulations resume. Collect in total morop snapshots at time j+mo, j+
mo − T, · · · , j + T and use them as columns to form an n×morop dimensional Y (j;mo).

• Step 5 (balancing transformation): Compute the singular value decomposition Y (j;mo)∗X(j;mc) =
UΣV ∗. The balancing transformation for the asymptotically stable dynamics of the lifted system is
then given by Φs = X(j;mc)V Σ−1/2, with inverse Ψs = Y (j;mo)UΣ−1/2. The columns of Φs and Ψs

are called primary modes and adjoint modes, respectively.

• Step 6 (model reduction): In model reduction, the one-dimensional neutrally stable dynamics is kept
in the reduced lifted system, while the asymptotically stable dynamics is reduced to the order of rs.

Let Φr =
[
Φsrs

vj

]
and Ψ∗r =

[
(Ψsrs)∗

w∗
j

〈wj ,vj〉

]
, where Φsrs denotes the first rs columns of Φs, and Ψ∗srs

the

first rs rows of Ψ∗s. Define a “partially balancing” coordinate transformation x = Φrxr = Φr

[
xsrs

xu

]
,

where the reduced asymptotically stable states xsrs
∈ Crs and the neutrally stable state xu ∈ C1. The

reduced lifted system of order r = rs + 1 is then given by the state equation, which updates once a
period,

xr (j + (t+ 1)T ) = Ψ∗rF (j+T, j)Φrxr (j + tT )+Ψ∗r
T∑
k=1

F (j+T, j+k)B(j+k−1)u(j+tT+k−1), t = 0, 1, · · · .

(9)
Its output equation can be “unlifted” back to the periodic setting and reads

y(j + tT + i− 1) = C(j + i− 1)F (j + i− 1, j)Φrxr (j + tT ) +
T∑
k=1

D̃j(i,k)u(j + tT + k − 1)

i = 1, · · · , T for each t,

(10)

where D̃j(i,k) = 0q×p for i ≤ k and C(j + i− 1)F (j + i− 1, j + k)B(j + k − 1) for i > k.

III. Numerical example: application to the Ginzburg-Landau equation

The nonlinear complex Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation is one of the simplest models that describes
spatially developing flows and convective/global instabilities for fluids.11,12 Consider its one-dimensional
form

∂q

∂t
= −ν ∂q

∂x
+ γ

∂2q

∂x2
+ µ(x)q + f(q) (11)
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time = t(j !mc + 1)

ic = [B(j !mc + T ! 1)]i

left-multiplied by Pj

· · ·

· · ·
...

· · · } impulse-response
simulations

T

t(j !mc + T ) t(j ! 1) t(j)

ic = [B(j !mc)]i

· · ·

time = t(j + 1) t(j + T )
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· · ·
...

· · ·

t(j + mo)t(j + mo ! 1)

} impulse-response
simulations

T adjoint

left-multiplied by P!
j

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The T impulse-response simulations corresponding to the i-th control input, each with a different
initial time. (b) The T adjoint impulse-response simulations corresponding to the i-th adjoint control input,
each with a different initial time.

where ν, γ are convection and diffusion coefficients, the “coefficient of stability” µ(x) = (µ0 − c2u) + µ2x
2/2,

and the nonlinear forcing term f(q) = −a|q|2q. cu, µ0, µ2 and a are model parameters. A supercritical Hopf
bifurcation happens when the bifurcation parameter µ0 crosses a critical µc: For µ0 < µc, there is a stable
equilibrium; for µ0 > µc, an asymptotically stable periodic orbit appears, while the equilibrium loses its
stability. Note that the spatially developing flow becomes globally unstable for the µ0 > µc case, in the sense
that a disturbance will grow exponentially until it is saturated by the nonlinear forcing term and begins to
oscillate. The GL is extensively used to model cylinder wakes, which have a similar bifurcation behavior: the
wake is steady (stable equilibrium) when the Reynolds number is below a critical value. For higher Reynolds
numbers, the equilibrium state becomes unstable and a Karman vortex street (stable periodic orbit) appears.
The parameter µ0 in GL can be linked to the Reynolds number.13

Here, we apply the lifting BPOD method to the case in which µ0 > µc, for which there is an asymptotically
stable periodic orbit.

A. Linearization about a stable periodic orbit

The GL equation is first spatially discretized into a system of nonlinear ODEs using Hermite collocation.12

By choosing the number of collocation points n = 50, we consider the solution of GL in a finite domain for
computation [−20.5644, 20.5644]. The parameter values we use are γ = 1 − 0.1i, ν = 2 + 0.6i, cu = 0.3,
µ2 = −0.08, a = 0.005. One computes µc = 1.1318 and choose µ0 = 1.1771 > µc. The Crank-Nicolson
method is used for time discretization. With ∆t = 0.093271125, the nonlinear stable orbit has a period
T = 100, as can be seen in Figure 3(a).
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A linear, discrete system that has T -periodic A(k)s is then obtained by linearization about the stable
periodic orbit. Note that the nonlinear term f(q) = −a|q|2q does not satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann conditions
for any q 6= 0. Thus, linearization is done for the real and imaginary parts of the GL separately, and the
resulting system is real but twice the original dimension. We consider a single-input case, with a time-
invariant B(k) representing a Gaussian distribution in space,12 given by exp(−[(x+

√
−2µ0/µ2)/1.6]2). The

system output y is chosen to be identical to the states, so C(k) is time-invariant, and equal to the identity
matrix. The linear, neutrally-stable, time-periodic system is in form of (6)&(7), with D(k) = 0.

In a control-free simulation with an arbitrary initial condition, the linearized system generates a solution
with persisting oscillation, as shown in Figure 3(b). By applying Step 1 in Section II B, we compute the
projection P1. Figure 3(c) shows that, for the linear periodic system, with a projected initial condition
P1q(1), in simulations the preserved oscillation due to the neutral stability is reduced to the level of machine
precision.
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Figure 3. (a) Contour plot of real(q): Nonlinear GL. An asymptotically stable periodic orbit appears when
µ0 = 1.1771 > µc. (b) Contour plot of real(q): Neutral stability of the linearized periodic GL. With an arbitrary
initial condition, a steady oscillation persists.(c) Projected vs unprojected initial conditions for the linear GL:
Time evolution of q at a typical position x = 3.1607.

B. Low-dimensional models by BPOD

The neutrally stable, linearized GL is then reduced by applying lifting balanced POD, at the lifting time
j = 1. Figure 4 shows the error plots for reduced lifted systems, in which the impulse-response norm is
computed in a finite time window [0, 30] in the lifted setting, which corresponds to 30 periods in the periodic
setting. The notation G̃, G̃r refers to the full and reduced lifted systems, respectively. The quantity ‖G̃stab‖2
is the 2-norm of the (asymptotically stable) full lifted system, in which the outputs are the full impulse-
response dynamics after the neutrally stable dynamics have been subtracted out. Figure 4 shows that the
error norm of a balanced POD with mc = mo = 3T and rop = 3 is already very close to that of the snapshot-
based balanced truncation without output projection, or even the exact balanced truncation. Note that
in the case of snapshot-based balanced truncation without output projection, one needs to run qT = 104

adjoint simulations, while with output projection, one needs to run only ropT adjoint simulations. The
exact balanced truncation is done by first explicitly constructing the lifted system, whose input dimension
is pT = 200 and output dimension is qT = 104, and then using Matlab command balreal.

In this case, the outputs are the states themselves. From (10) we obtain the states in the periodic
setting. Figure 5 shows the state trajectories and error plots in the time domain of the periodic setting, for
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Figure 4. Error plots for reduced GL by lifting approach, lifting time j = 1, mc = mo = 3T where T = 100: Error
norm ‖G̃ − G̃r‖2/‖G̃stab‖2, for exact balanced truncation(×); balanced truncation by the method of snapshots
but without output projection(+); balanced POD with rop = 1 (♦), balanced POD with rop = 3 (◦); balanced
POD with rop = 5 (�).

an impulse-response simulation where the impulse is u(1) = 1. We see small “jumps” of the error occurring
at time j + tT , t = 0, 1, . . . especially at early time stages. These jumps occur because the lifting approach
projects states onto the reduced space only once per period, at times j + tT . The simulation results shown
here indicate that the size of the jump does not depend strongly on the order of the output projection used.
Indeed, a reduced model of order r = 4 using snapshot-based balanced truncation without output projection,
or even using exact BT, generates jumps at similar magnitudes as those by a fourth order balanced POD
with rop = 3 shown in Figure 5 (b-II). On the other hand, we see that for higher order models, these jumps
decrease significantly, even if a low-order output projection is used.

Figure 6 shows the real part of the leading balancing and adjoint modes for the lifted system, computed
by different approximations of balanced truncation. Results show that the first five primary and adjoints
modes computed by BPOD with mc = mo = 3T and rop = 3 are already close to those by snapshot-based
balanced truncation without output projection, or even by exact balanced truncation. Results of BPOD
with mc = mo = 3T , rop = 5 are almost identical to those by snapshot-based balanced truncation without
output projection, and therefore these are not shown in the figure. Note that the leading balancing modes,
which are the most controllable modes, have more support in the downstream region x ∈ [0, 10], while the
leading adjoint modes, which are the most observable modes, are more supported in the upstream region
x ∈ [−10, 0]. This spatial separation of direct and adjoint modes is characteristic of these systems with
spatially developing instabilities.12

IV. Conclusions

We present a snapshot-based approximate balanced truncation method for model reduction of high-
dimensional linear, time-periodic, neutrally stable systems that arise from linearization of nonlinear systems
with asymptotically stable orbits. A lifting approach is applied. The method is validated by an application
to the Ginzburg-Landau equation.

A future direction of this work will be to generalize this BPOD method to model reduction for an unstable
linear periodic system obtained by linearization about an unstable nonlinear periodic orbit. A longer term
goal is to be able to use these models to design feedback controllers that stabilize these nonlinear periodic
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Figure 5. Error plots for reduced GL by lifting approach, lifting time j = 1, mc = mo = 3T where T = 100: (a)
Time evolution of real(q) at spatial position x = 3.1607: full system (−); reduced systems with r = 4, rop = 1
(−−), with r = 4, rop = 3(−·), with r = 6, rop = 1(· · · ). The green line is almost on top of the black line. (b) Time
evolution of real(qr − qfull), the real part of errors between full and reduced systems in one impulse-response
simulation. (I) r = 4, rop = 1; (II) r = 4, rop = 3; (III) r = 11, rop = 3.

orbits, for instance providing a model-based framework for designing controllers to stabilize high-lift vortex
shedding cycles presented in Joe et al.7
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